INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

EYEBROWSTANDARDS
PUTTING
COPY HERE IN MOTION

A Case Study for PIES: Do It Once, Do It Right
BY: DONNA BELUS K A

In a market where images sell, it
only makes sense to streamline and
automate the exchange of photos
and images. Most of the benefits are
obvious: save time and money, improve
productivity and provide a better
image. Some benefits become apparent
after the fact. Save server space, avoid
duplication, easily update and archive
materials.

• It may be more cost effective
to take new photos than to
retouch and reformat existing
images. A first step is to spot
check all image files to determine what’s usable within the
PIES specifications.
• Sometimes, part photographs
can be retrieved from secondtier suppliers. In one case,
BGI obtained over 7,500
images from a secondary
supplier, saving the client a
significant amount of money
in photography costs.

Two years ago, BGI began researching
and developing software to assist
clients in what was rapidly becoming
a never-ending task of managing thousands of images and distributing them
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to their trading partners. In 2005 the
for part identification expeAs customers learn that a smart
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to drive the image management process,
creating and distributing images.
pushing manufacturers and distributors
• Consider the financial impact of
to find more efficient and cost effective
archiving. When images are in a
In 2005, when BGI launched its Image
ways
to manage and distribute images.
centralized database, it eliminates
Solutions™ system, the process clicked.
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to photograph and process for their
choosing a PIES-compatible, centralarchive. After reformatting the images
BGI’s newest upgrade allows for
ized image management system.
to PIES specifications, the images were different views of the same part to be
categorized and uploaded to the online
entered easily, and also features an elecFor more information, contact BGI at
Image Solutions™ archive. The parts
tronic checklist for clients. They fill in
419-661-6363,
e-mail dbeluska@bgiwere stored, photographed and then
the relevant information, check off the
inc.com
or
visit
BGI’s website at
returned to the client at the completion image groups that go to an individual
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For more on PIES,
of the project.
end user and return the form. BGI
visit www.aftermarket.org.
then pulls only the relevant photos and
Like every new venture, BGI and their
image submittal form.
Donna Beluska is president, BGI.
clients have learned a few things:
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Imaging Workgroup:
Automotive Aftermarket:
Imaging Best Practices
Workgroup Members:
Bob Castle: Global Accessories
Bruce Cadwell: Affinia Group
Cliff Birchmeier: Delphi
Dan Saunders: Advance Auto Parts
Debbie Miller: Gates
Ed Heon: Comergent
Ian McNabb: Pricedex
Jeri Jorgenson: 3M
Joe Register: Prescient Technologies
Mark Hickman: Advance Auto Parts
Ray Nicholas: Four Seasons
Peter Kuhn: Delphi
Robert Morris: AAIA
Scott Luckett: AAIA
Terri Gibson: Beluska Graphics

Bob Rogers: Advance Auto Parts
Chris Gardner: MISG
Dan Burtchett: O’Reilly Auto Parts
David P. Ortega: CSK Auto
Donna Beluska: Beluska Graphics
Ed Wolff: ARI Parts
Jerry Hoffmann: NAPA
Joann Rupp: AutoZone
Mike Williams: O’Reilly Auto Parts
Mike Ballard: O’Reilly Auto Parts
Pat Weilmeier: Solenium Group
Rachel Thompson: Delco Remy
Ryan Vernon: DCI
Ted Kelley: Activant
Wendy Hughes: O’Reilly Auto Parts

